
32x8 MULTIPLEX CARTRIDGES 
FOR CANCER AND INFLAMMATION RESEARCH

The 32x8 Simple Plex cartridge for Ella gives you the perfect 
combination of throughput and performance. This cartridge 
delivers results for 8 biomarkers from 32 plasma, serum or cell 
culture supernatant samples. You get 256 reportable results 
in just 90 minutes, and because Ella reduces the complexity of 
running multiplex immunoassays it’s possible with just 30 minutes 
of hands-on time and 25µl of sample.

Multiplex assays on Ella are also validated to the same high 
standards as the individual assays, so you get the same assay 
range no matter which cartridge format you use.

HOW IT WORKS
• 32x8 cartridges incorporate four Glass Nano Reactors (GNR’s) 

into each cartridge channel. These serve as the solid phase of 
the assay.

• These GNR’s are split between two analytes giving you 
duplicate measurements for each analyte.

• The detection reagent delivered to each channel contains 
both detection antibodies for the analytes in that channel.

FLEXIBILITY TO CHOOSE THE 
PERFECT PANEL
Now getting the perfect panel doesn’t involve running 
multiple plates or sacrificing more sample. To build a custom  
32x8 cartridge simply choose any 8 analytes from our  
Pro-Inflammation and Cancer Panel. Analytes within a panel 
are cross-validated for multiplexing to ensure there is no  
cross-reactivity or interference between analytes within a  
channel. This flexibility means you can measure the 8  
biomarkers that are critical for your research with only 25ul  
of sample. Sample
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MULTIPLEX ASSAY CONDITIONS

32x8 PRO-INFLAMMATION AND CANCER PANEL

ANG-2 IFN-g 3rd Gen IL-1ra IL-5

CCL2 IL-10 IL-1β IL-6

CCL4 IL-12p70 IL-2 IL-7

CXCL10 IL-13 IL-2ra TNF-a 2nd Gen

GM-CSF IL-17A IL-4
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INCREASE YOUR THROUGHPUT AND DECREASE YOUR HANDS-ON TIME
Setting up a 32x8 cartridge is as easy as diluting your samples and adding them to the cartridge. There’s no calibrator preparation, 
reagent additions or wash steps. With just 30 minutes of hands-on time you have 256 reportable results. Now you can scale your 
biomarker research faster and cheaper with Simple Plex assays on Ella.

OPERATOR  
HANDS-ON TIME

REPORTABLE RESULTS 
WITH 1 ELLA

OPERATOR     
HANDS-ON TIME

REPORTABLE RESULTS 
WITH 2 ELLA

0.5 Hours 256 results 1 Hour 512 results

1 Hour 512 results 2 Hours 1024 results

1.5 Hours 768 results 3 Hours 1536 results

2 Hours 1024 results 4 Hours 2048 results
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MAXIMIZE YOUR PERFORMANCE WITH ULTRA-SENSITIVE ASSAYS
The 32x8 delivers multiplexed data without sacrificing performance. Multiplex assays on the 32x8 cartridge are validated to the same 
limits of quantitation as the single plex formats. With assays that reach sub-picogram per milliliter sensitivity the 32x8 cartridge gives 
you the sensitivity to measure endogenous levels of low abundance biomarkers. When you’re ready to down-select targets for the 
next phase of your research you can use the same assay in our multianalyte and single plex cartridge formats.

Learn more  |  proteinsimple.com/ella-multiplex-assays


